FELONY PLEA AGREEMENT
Date of Crime:

Date:

Defendant:

SEAlKNT

Cause No:

Washington and the defendant enter into this PLEA AGREEMENT which is accepted only by a guilty plea. This
agreement may be withdrawn at any time prior to entry of the guilty plea. The PLEA AGREEMENT is as follows:
The State of

the 0 original 0 _ amended information.
o With Special Finding(s): 0 deadly weapon - firearm, RCW 9.94A.510(3); 0 deadly weapon other than firearm, RCW

On Plea To: As charged in Count(s) of

10.99.020; 0 other ; for count(s):

9.94A.51O(4); 0 sexual motivation, RCW 9.94A.835; 0 protected zone, RCW 69.50.435; 0 domestic violence, RCW
o This is part of an indivisible agreement that includes cause number(s):

o DISMISS: Upon disposition ofCount(s)

, the State moves to dismiss:

1R REAL FACTS OF HIGHER/ORE SERIOUS AND/OR ADDITIONAL CRIMES: In accordance with RCW
this sentencing:

9.94A.530, the parties have stipulated that the following are real and material facts for purposes of

probable cause and prosecutor's summary.

1R The facts set forth in the certification(s) for determination of

o The facts set forth in 0 Appendix C; 0
The defendant acknowledges and waives any right to have a

jury determine these facts by proof

beyond a reasonable doubt.

1R RESTITUTION: Pursuant to RCW 9.94A.753, the defendant shall pay restituion in full to the victim(s) on charged counts

and 0 agrees to pay restitution in the specific amount of $
o agrees to pay restitution

o OTHER:
CRIMINAL HISTORY AND OFFENDER SCORE:
a. 0 The defendant agrees to this Plea Agreement and that the attached sentencing guidelines scoring formes) (Appendix A),
offender score, and the attached Prosecutor's Understanding of

Defendant's Criminal History (Appendix B) are accurate and
prior conviction(s). The State makes
recommendation. An essential term of
this agreement is the parties'
the parties are mistaken as to the offender score on any count, neither part is

complete and that the defendant was represented by counselor waived counsel at the time of
the sentencing recommendation set forth in the State's sentence
understanding ofthe standard sentencing range(s); if
bound by any term of

this agreement.

b. 0 The defendant disputes the Prosecutor's Statement of

the Defendant's Criminal History, as follows:

(1) Conviction: Basis:
(2) Conviction:

Basis:

c. 0 The defendant understands that one or more convictions from other jurisdictions have been included in the offender
score, and agrees that these convictions have been properly included and scored according to the comparable offense definitions
provided by Washington law.
d. The parties agree that neither par wil seek an exceptional sentence, and the defendant agrees that he or she wil not request a

first-time offender waiver, or a drg offender or parenting sentencing alternative.
Maximum on Count(s)

is not more than

years each and $

fine each.

Maximum on Count(s)

is not more than

years each and $

fine each.

o Mandatory Minimum Term(s) pursuant to RCW 9.94A.540 only:

o Mandatory weapon sentence enhancement for Count(s) is months each; for
Count(s) is months each. This/these additional term(s) must be served consecutively to
each other and to any other term and without any earned early release.
The State's recommendation wil increase in severity if

additional criminal convictions are found or if

the defendant commits any

new charged or uncharged crimes, fails to appear for sentencing or violates the conditions of release.
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